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BY: 

 

Guide to Operations 

Thank you for purchasing an Amphibious Lighting System! 

 

System Features: 

 

 Your complete package should include:  

o 1x JL3 - 1.75” Length x .7” wide x .325” tall - 3 LEDs, IP67 
Waterproof (Center “tongue” light) 

o 2x JL12 - 6.75” Length x .7” wide x .325” tall - 12 LEDs, IP67 
Waterproof (Backup lights/alignment lights) 

o Mounting Hardware 
o 1x PLC-TX6CC: 6 button Power-Link control pad with cigarette 

lighter plug. 
o 1x PLC-RX: Universal Power-Link 2 channel receiver card.  

 One channel intended for tongue light / other for 
backup/alignment lights 

o All necessary connectors for wiring. 

 Lifetime Warranty 

o Covers electronics and LED’s. 

o Must contact manufacturer directly for any warranty claims. 

 Control and receiver card are made in USA.  
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System Installation Diagram 

 

 

Installation Instructions: 

PLC-RX:  

*Be sure to connect the red and white wires last to prevent any shorts from 

inadvertently occurring during installation.  
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**Do not overload the individual channels with too many lights. (3 amps maximum 

per channel/combine channels to support up to 6 amps) 

***Multiple receivers (PLC-RX’s) can be used within the same 12V system without 

effect on the systems functionality. 

****An automotive relay can also be set up to be triggered by the PLC-RX thus 

allowing non-LED lights to be powered with minimal wiring as well. 

 

1. Determine which lights you would like to control using your PLC-RX. 

2. Connect the lights to one of the outputs on the receiver (brown/purple wires are 

power and white are ground). 

a. If you would like to control lights independent of one another, simply 

connect them to different channels and program the card to activate them 

with different buttons on the control pad. (see Configuration Instructions 

following this section) 

b. If you would like to utilize the alternating strobe function, keep in mind that 

only channel #1 can be programmed to create this effect but that you must 

connect some lights to both channels in order for it to actually alternate. 

3. Connect the red wire of the PLC-RX receiver card to the 12V+ tail light lead in 

order to provide power to the included LED lights.  

a. Connect the red wire “upstream” of the lights you are manipulating and the 

brown/purple wire from the given channel “downstream” towards the lights 

you wish to control.  

b. Keep in mind the card will only be operational when it is receiving power, 

so the tail light lead will have to be powered in order for the system to be 

functional. 

4. Plug your PLC-TX6CC into the cigarette lighter receptacle in the towing vehicle 

that the trailer is connected and plugged into. 

 

Configuration Instructions: 

PLC-RX:  

 
*Once you have successfully connected to the 12V system and have 

communication with the Power-Link control (PLC-TX6CC) a red and green LED 

on the PLC-RX will begin to flash indicating successful connection. This flash 

is also referred to as the “heartbeat” of the system. 
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-After about two minutes of inactivity (i.e. no button/function being selected on 

the control) the card will go into a standby mode and the heartbeat will stop. 

Simply press a button/function on the control to bring it back into the active 

mode.  

**The configuration of the Power-Link receiver is essentially a three step 

process: marker on/off (pass-thru power on/off), controller linking/button 

assignment, and function/pattern selection. 

 

1. To choose whether to allow pass-thru power on a given channel so that it 

allows power through the circuit board even with no button on the control 

selected, take the included magnet and wave it over channel #1 or channel 

#2 (or both) as shown in fig. 1.  

a. A red LED on the board represents what the light you are controlling 

will be doing and should simply cycle between on and off during this 

step with each wave of the magnet. 

b. This setting is typically used for controlling LED marker lights where 

they still need to come on as markers (thus the power-thru setting) and 

then are programmed to strobe when a button is pushed on the 

controller.  

c. Leave the channel(s) you are utilizing with the Amphibious Lights set to 

not allow pass thru power as it would not be suitable for the 

application.  

2. To link a given channel of the PLC-RX to the PLC controller, activate the 

button you would like the lights on channel to respond to before you wave the 

magnet over the channel you intend to activate on the receiver. 

3. Once the channel is linked, you can select how it responds by waving the 

magnet over the chosen channel once again and cycling through the various 

modes. 

4. Repeat this process for each channel you program. 

 

(Fig. 1) 
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    Channel #1      Channel #2 

 

PLC-TX6CC:  

Instructions for Adjusting Controller Signal Power: 

Some PLC installations require more signal power than other installs. The 

following is an explanation of the procedure for setting the output power 

level if the lights do not respond upon initial installation. 

1. Preparing your control 

a. Apply 12V power to the 6-button control. Verify that the PLC 
indicator is flashing red/green. Also, verify that all other functions 
are “activating” on the control. 

b. REMOVE POWER 
2. While pressing and holding the top left (Button 1/Left Arrow), reapply 

power.  
a. The upper left LED will stay on steady.  
b. The current power level setting is displayed on the bottom 3 LEDs. 

See example picture. 
 

 
3. Press the upper right button to change the power level. 

a. Each press will increment the power setting one position. Once the 
max level is reached, the power level will loop back to zero with the 
next press of the button. 

 
    (Low Power)                (High Power) 

 
4. To finish the power level setup, disconnect and reconnect power. 
5. To verify the power setting, repeat step 2. 
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General Operating Tips: 

1. When the control and Power-Link lights have power, they will be ready to 

communicate at the push of a button.  

2. The six buttons on the control pad are labeled 1-6, or according to their 

function if purchased with a light bar (i.e. left arrow, center out, right arrow, 

strobe, work lights, and auxiliary).  

3. The work light function (button 5) and auxiliary function (button 6) can 

work in conjunction with, or separate from, any of the arrow or strobe 

patterns (buttons 1-4), however you cannot operate any two or more 

buttons between 1-4 simultaneously.  

 

 

If you have questions or need assistance, feel free to call us at  

(800) 680-4455 and our friendly staff will help find a solution. 

 


